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ABSTRACT,
The article focuses on where and how to promp the

political process t respond to the demands'of the millions of
citizens engaged or wishing to participate in lifelong learning. As-
in other kinds of issues, there are four major Ways to influence
policy: legislative, administrative, judicial, or electoral. Students
and instructors in the wide range. of institutions and settings of the
learning society can organize themselves intcl groups called Learning
Societies to promote the advancement of lifelong learning. Not only
could L6arning Societies organize themselves around political issues
,but they can also serve as umbrella organizations for a variety of
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university, learning exchange, adult education center,'or some other
similar group. A more powerful alternative or supplement to the
private Learning Society is the selection ef a Community'learning
Opportunities Council (CLOG) by the Mayor, "city' Manager, County
Executive, or other executive officer or responsible body. The goal
then is to establish as local, State, and Federal policy that every
individual has the right to learn. (A iiffelonearning platform
presents 20 goals.) (Author/LB)
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POLITICS AND LIFELONG LEARNING

The opening of the floodgates of "the learning 'Ocietyl,
is coming soon. And beyond a doubt, a good part of'that
renaissance will be political.' Political in the zense that
you cannot involve millions of ,people 7 voting people --,in
this country without getting political. Political in the sense
that you cannot alter the missions of major pUblic institutions
such as universities, schools, museums, and librarieS, without
striking.a pplitical stance. And as the,benefits continue to
expand for those who are well off, the demands for equal access
to lifelong learning will prompt new pressures on the political
system to establish the opportunity to learn as a lifetime,
right for all 'people.

This article is about where and how to prompt the political
process to respond the the demands of the millions of citizens
engaged or wishing to participate in,lifelong learning. A
Study undertaken for the Commission on ontraditional. Study
in 1972 estimated that close to 80 411i n adults between the
ages of 18 to 65 are "would be learners compared with slightly
over 32 million who are engaged in learning projects. Of the
learners, 95% wanted to continue some sort of learning activity. 1 '

This article is dedicated to those who are frustrated "would
be learnerg" and those "learners" who want to create new
alternatives. There are no new tricks. Politics here uses the
same tactics that people have been using for years to get a
municipal library established, to stop an expressway, or to
protest the-inadequate _efforts of government regulatory
agencies. It could be the techniques of the Abolitionists,
the Suffragettes, Horace Mann, or Ralph Nader.2

, . ,

Democratic politics is the process of people expressing
their will. It is legions of "ordinary" people speaking-,up.
For a number of years now, people have been marching with their
feet to declare their support for a learning society. Estimates
vary from the conservative estimate of the U. S. Office of
Education of over 15 million participants to the broadly defined.
estimate of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education of 73,800,000
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program enrollments in 1972. Yet the opportunity exists to speak
out in a more patently political fashion, within the halls of
legislatures, in the agendies of public service, and in the programs
of buSin'ess. and labor. This article first describes the variety
of issues and forums for the advocate of lifelong learning and

'Jthen approaches-the issue of how citizens can band together to
promote their concerns.

In some ways, the next stage is already here.. It is only
recently, that the forgotten students of postsecondary education-
the part time students - are eligible for BasiC Educational
Opportunity Grants (BEOG). Congress remains sensitive to the
part time degree credit students_in financial aid programs.
External degree programs and similar programs are receiving
new support and are in public institutions in almost every
state in the union. Still there is much, much more that needs
to be done.

In addition to there being apolitical way to approach\
lifelong learning, there is a lifelong learning politics. It says
that life is a continuum with an interplay of opportunities to
participate in learning, work, and leisure. It flows with a sense
of social justice which allows access to knowledge to all citizens,
and not just a few. It is committed to the principles of equal
opportunity. It is a mechanism for l'eople to find satisfying
work roles. It is a mechanism for involvement in the growth of
communities. All of these make up a politics of human choice
and potential.

INFLUENCING POLICY

As in other kinds of issues, there are four major ways to
influence policy: legislative, administrativt, judicial, or
electoral. A combination of them might be appropriate in any
situation.

In legislative battles for programs that support the principles ,

and programs of lifelong learning, the amount of funds provided
mayinot be the only issue. Assuredly, if there is no or
insufficient funds tomake legislative intent public ,reality then
skimpy allocations should be fought. There are, howdver, four
main questions concerning legislation which should be asked.

1) Are the guidelines of the legi'slation broadly conceived?
An example of the contrary is tax legislation which requires tax
deductible educational expenses to be directly job related. That
means that a man who serves as an executive of a firm can take a
Harvard Business School management course and write off the
expenses while his secretary who has the qualifications and a
strong ifterest to become an executive cannot. Capital invest-
ments are deductible expenses but human investments are not..
A simple change of the Internal Revenue Service Code, Section
212 (f), from strictly job related to career related would open
up many possibilities for educational and vocational advancement.

4
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There are'other sections which need to be changed as well. The

same thing occurs with unemployent insurance and welfare

recispients. The red tape involved in receiving permission tO

study while unemployed is enormous.

2) Are there unreasonable age restrictions in such areas

as. admissions and financial aid which deny access to-education-
on the basis of need and merit? Financial assistance for older
students should take into account opportunity costs which in-

crease with age, dependefts, and greater earning power.

Open programs must be effective in recruiting a diversity

of people and meeting their needs. Some states and many schools
now open their classes on a space available Status to persons
over 65.years of age for free. If your state, school system,
:'or college does not ha-re such a policy you should lobby to see

it adopted. Then make sure that efforts are made to involve

older adults in planning ;Or programs.3

3) Are there de facto or de jureinflexibilities in where
and when the education takes place effectively ruling out sig-

nificant adult participation? As in the case of local school
districts who often think only in terms of young children, even
though the restriction is no *6 mentidned,in the law, the lack of

a mandate for flexible scheduling meads that adults are not
welcome. A sound policy would requir'ethat the service be open

to all who 10ed it, not just those who'is.all within daytithe

participation.

4) Does the legislation promote an integrated approach
to education or does it set up another track? The e:ivisions

between primary, pecondary, postsetondarj and adult educational
institutions, as cetween academic and vocational tracks within
them, are too far apart as it now stands. The division between
formal and non - formal. education-is also an often ambiguous dis-
tinction from die perspective.of learning rather than structure.
Legirlatior should prmote the Synergetic coordination of all
learning resources in a community 'and promote the mobility of
individuals between various kinds f educational experiences.
This can be done through a coordinating body such as the Community
Learning Opportunities Council described later on in this ,article.

',These four que2tion, provide both pitfalls to watch,Out-for
and artirlles what should be included in sound legislation: They
could affect legislation orj a local, state, and federal level.
They can affect, vocational and adult eduo.ation laws,. welfare and

social security Cen,:fits, employee training acts, special programs

for older adults and veterans of the armed forces, school and

college legislation, and tax Imws among others. It is important
to note that clue to the broad cc ape: of content and methods which
are employed in lifelong learning action might be.necessary on
laws which seer obscure. Many laws dealing with special problems
also mandate funds for training.

£
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There are other ways' to'use legislative action. Rep-
resentative oversight authority allows officials to hold hearings
on various issues. You can appear at legislative hearings
where.issues that affect lifelong learning are being considered.
Or have a friendly legislator introduce a bill mandating
greater support .by public agencies for lifelong educational
opportunities. Testimony then can be generated around that
measure. Further, in the reconsideration of school and higher
educational mandates and appropriations, citizens can demand
that more attention be given to the elements of an integrated,
system of lifelong learning.

Local groups can:legislatively promote the development of
active adult learner programs in the libraries or for greater
support of the continuing and extension ,programs of community
colleges. Those without a high school diploma are shortchanged
in this society. There are 58 million people over 18 years old
who do not have at least a secondary school education. Jobs sare

hard for them to get. And if they do choose' to go back to school
they receive, second class education. Local. citizens groups should.
petition school board officials to provide the same amount of
per.pupil expenditure for adult returnees as for regular students.
It is time tp discard the notion that education is a hit or miss
proposition.4

On a statewide level, lobbying efforts should urge that the
Continuing Education Unit, a measure of non-credit learning, be
used,,as a yardstick for the financial support of non-credit

---elitinuing education programs. , The State of Georgia already does
this. State planning agencies should be directed to,find way's
to diversify educational offerings and insure the coordination
of their services. State and local governments should take the
lead by providing liberal educational benefits to their employees.

The federal governmenthas a long tradition of promoting
equal educational opportunity. Funds should be made available
to low .income persons who went to engage in continuing edUcation.
It'shoOd direct its resources to find ways to overcome the

andand rave stratification of the learning society. Minority and
poor people are largely in manpower and vocational training programs
while white and middle class, people receive the greatest benefit
of continuing, education programs.

Further, the scattering of programs throughout the federal
government makes for waste and incoherence of policy. The
federal government spends billibns of dollars 'on adult and
continuing education if training of personnel both civilian and
military is included. Yet, as in much of this field, little is
done to insure that the programs are of the highest 'quality and
that needless duplication is avoided. Both the National Advisory
Council on Continuing and Extension Education and, the National
Advisory Council on Adult Education have repeatedly urged that
these two actions - full opportunity and efficient administration -
take place.5 In addition, the federal and state tax laws should
be amended to provide for persons who earn under a certain
income the ability to deduct a specific amount for educational
expenses. \6



All legislative action needs the continuous pressure of
citizens before any measure has any chance of effectively
altering the present situation.

ADMINISTRATIVE ADVOCACY.

There are two kinds. of administrative advocacy.- from
within and from without. On the inside, administrators Can do
a lot themselves. Almost all of the time, the law provides great ,
leeway in deciding how a program will be implemented. The
administrative decision about how and who the program will serve
.may. be more important than the. law itself. Well informed.
bureaucrats who seek advice from potential consumers and Com-
petent practitioners can help in the creation of a learning
society. Guidelines which they draw must respond to the same

I set of, concerns involved in legislation. And on a smaller
.level, things can begin at the office by encouraging employees
to further their education.

If an administrator is ill informed or too set in his or
her ways, then tactics of administrative advocacy from without
have to be used. First accurate information should be gathered
and an alternate position prepared. If a presentation does hot
work, citizens groups can gather larger public support among
other citizens and with legislative officials who control the
budget of the agency.. Always get everything agreed on in
writing. If it is a lower level official who is giving you
trouble, go see the head of the agency. If internal bargaining
seems to'be getting nowhere, inform the local paper of the
squabble. Make sure that public hearings on regulations are
attended by proponents of lifelong learning.

politicala law passed is only a part of a political battle,
The next stage is to make sure that it is effectively implemented
and written into clear guidelines. Still more needs to be done
by the conscientious advocate and the performance of the agency
must be constantly monitored to make sure that well written
guidelines are effectively carried out. Of course, an admin-
istrator who uses imagination and foresight by providing effective
programs of action makes the job of citizens much easier.

JUDICIAL ACTION

One of the larger issues of free learning is theeability to
be judged on what you know and how you perform instead of
ambiguous credentials. In this regard, people who have learned
in a nontraditional manner and are denied employment solely because
they do not have the required certificate (High Sclhool Diploma,
Associate of Arts, Baccalaureate, etc.) nay have grounds to sue.
The United State Supreme Court decided in Griggs:v. Duke' Power
Company that entry requirements to a position be:job related.
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The Court said in its 1971 decision:

"But Congress directed Vie thrust of the Act
(-1964 *Civil Rights Act) to the,.consequences of employ-
ment practices, notsimply the motivation. More than
that, Congress has placed on the employer the burden
of showing that.anY given requirement must have a manifest
relationshipto the employment in question. The facts
of this case demonstrate the inadequacy of broad and
general testing devices as well as the infirmity of
using diplomas or degrees as fixed measures of cap -

ability" .6

The case was decided within a larger issue of racial dis-
crimination but the principle could stand by itself. This is an

issue which a local legal aide lawyer cir American Civil-Liberties
Union-lawyer might take up for you. In a case inyalving racial
or sexual discrimination, the NAACP, Legal Defense Fund, Inc.,
or one of a number of feminist laW firms might represent you.
It is important to remember that such law suits are not easily
brought and a competent lawyer should be conSulte4\before any
assertion of damages are made.

When legiSlation is passed which mandates- attention to the

issues of lifelong learning, and it is 'hot being Carried out,

after all other channels have'been exhausted, judicial action can

be taken to torce compliance with the law. CoUrts shy away from
uintruding on administrative affairs unless a compelling interest

is shown. In -6-le case of specific set asides or money designated

for adult and nontraditional programs, there may be grounds for
action if money is not being spent as written into law. /The
crucial point to keep in mind with seeking judicial remedies to
problems is that it is a difficult road to travel and should be

used only in extenuating circumstances.

ELECTORAL APPROACHES

Further support for lifelong learning can come from electoral

efforts. Candidates for office should be urged to take stands on

such issues as support for an Open University or External Degree
Program, tax deductions for educational expenses, support for a

Community Learning Opportunities Counoil, equal per pupil funding
of adult education programs, and other important issues. A
Lifelong Learning Platform should be prepared and-candpates scored 1

to determine support\of that agenda. (See sample platform)
Results should be released to local papers to pressure candidates
into taking public s 'Lands. .

As politicians recognize the potential'number of voters who

are participants or.who are denied participation in the learning
society, the platitudei of the politicoes might overshadow -

real committment. The wary citizen's group will keep them

on their toes by releasing'periodic press releases on the votes
of legislatc?rs on key issues related to lifelong learning. A
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permanent record will then be available for matching promises
against voting records. All floor votes are open to the public.
Some committees still meet behind closed doors, but most
ppceedings are available by writing the Clerk of the par-
ticular body or having your representative request copies for
you if you cannot attend in person. -A little research will
reveal past stands on bills - but the problem in this whole area
is separating out relevant sections from broadly based bills;

If Citizens create the demand then politicians will be forced
to respond. Advocates of lifelong learning should join plat-
form committees of all political parties to insure strong planks
on the learning society. Here as in most other areas of political
effor:t, two points should be stressed; First, there is a

'strong demand among citizens that services be widely distributed
and of high quality. Secondly, lifelong learning is a way to
achieve other goals in the society as well - equal opportunity,
a sound economy, strong communities, and a high quality of life.
Armed with those sound assertions more and more campaigns will
be run, with the gamut of learning in the community as a
priority issue.'

INSTITUTIONAL ADVOCACY

There are a large number of institutions and organizations
which can be organized to support lifelong learning either by
their own activities or in attempts coordinated with other
.organizations. In fact, there are few places which do not have
some sort of educational function. Whatever organization you
belong to whether it is a lodge, women's group, or backpacking
club, it-can do something to advance lifelong learning. Those,
who prz,vide good examples of learning in practice are as necessary
to a political strategy as those who write letters..

A group of people could go to the'local library and demand
. that the library be responsive to the needs of the whole community.
Citizens should ask that the library organize itself to provide
information and-help for adult independent learners ihrougha
vigorous community wide campaign. The\local library is a ,Perfect
center for a clearinghouse on educational activities. Many
libraries are doing that at present and information is ayailable.7

Universitiesiand colleges which are aloof to the learning
need's of the surrounding community should be challenged. The
p esident of the or the deanofthe college dAould be
c nfronted and asked to develop a responsilip program. R4-
rqsentatives from the local community should be involved in planning
,proper programs. The special talents of the institutions should
be used to provide a diversity of services. Universities
should also be challenged if in order to expand their own treasury
they encroach on programs which have flourished in the community
for years. The question, should be who can-provide the best and
most appropriate service.. For example, if the college is a
women's college, special programs might be arranged for women
seeking to make a mid-career change. ,Alverno College in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin is an excellent example of the many efforts

9



of women's colleges to involve women beyond the traditional
college age in innovative programs.

The local museum can be coaxed into doing a lot more with
their adult educational activities than they are presently doing.
Staff or trugtees of the museum should be urged to spearhead
that effort.

Businesses and government agencies have great deal of
available resources to provide educational exp iences for their
employees and for people in the community. A board room which
is empty most of_the time makes an excellent clasrpom. Cooperative
education for young and old who would like to learn stills might
turn unused machinery into a learning experience for th unemployed,
the retired, or,thoze seeking additional skills. Serious hought
must be given-to how work is _carried out" in order .to effect
greater worker satisfaction and increase productivity. Employ
meeting on company grounds to discuss issues of mutual interest
improves morale and contributes valuable learning experiences.
A far more fundamental rethinking though would entail finding
ways to make work a learning and growth experience, for the
employee.

There are a number of
Most are terribly underutili
businesses should take step
must pay-for the program ou
imbursetent. Secondly, the
restricted and thirdly, the

ine programs for tuition refund.
zed. The reasons are clear and
to remove them. First, the worker
of pocket and then seek re-

range of options are severely
individual must pass the course.

Of paramount importance, hCWever, is the, lack of promotion
and counseling within businesses which pffer tuition programs.
The Kimberly Clark Corporation has dealt with all of these
issues and has a 'much greater participation rate. Each
employee has a several hundred dollar personal bank account
which can be used for tuition; 'travel, books, and other
necessary expenSes for personal and career advancement. There
are few restrictions on how and where the money can be used and
it is available as needed, not after the course is through.
The account wipes out at the end of each year and a new amount
is placed in a refurbished account%9

There are many other things that business can do to promote,
such learning Released time for edUcational purposes would
also stimulate greater involvement. With the advent of the
four day work week(the possibilities are quite broad for im-
aginative educational programs. Businesses should make sure
that Internal Revenue Service regulations will not prevent them
from providing broadly defined tuition aid or educational
sabbaticals. In New York State, the State Department of Education
has evaluated the educational components of business and industry
with recommendations for college credit.10 Business organizations
should urge the same apparatus in their own state's. Both
business and labor should urge the establighmept of a National
Commission on Work and Education which thrashes out sound federal
policy for an integrated system of career and Continuing education.



The labor unions can provide a strong impetus for worker
based as-well as general, programs in the country. Some unions
are doing excellent programs in recurrent or lifelong education.
District Council 37 of the American Federation of State, County,
and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) in New York City have,Iinked
up"with a local 9allege, negotiated funds in their contracts,
and provides 2-fifst rate education in their union building.
Some other examples of union initiatives are the external degree
program with the AFL-CIO and the Union of Experimenting Colleges
and Universities,or the Family Education Center of the United
Auto Workers. The Electrical Workers in New York have an
extensive education program including human development courses,
high school equivalency, and cultural programs. All of these
put together affect only a small portion of the organized work
force in America. Edupational counselors from tne union mem-
bership on \the production lines would provide support for
workers se king their high school diplomas or other kinds of
education.° Strong suppo t for pension reform and a recurrent
education program which allows workers to.take paid educational
leaves with job security is essential'. Labor should be pushing.
measures which provide income Maintenance'and tuition aid for
unemployed people as is done in several European. countries -
including West Germany, France, and. Great Britain. With in-
secure job markets, workers 4.4i-th diverse skills may avoid
unemployment lines. The traditional concerns of negotiations-
pay and job secUrity'- need to be expanded. t

i

One of the greatest centers of adult 1^,arning since the
inception of this country is the religious community. The
educational programs that churches and synagoguesloffer remain
the major source of continuing\education for millions. They
too can be urged to provide innovative programs w ich link
into other atructUres in thecoMmunity.

f

ProfessiOnal associations represent an area of increasing
continuing learning opportunities. .In addition to the seminars
which are spmsored by/the associations to keep its members
current, more and more are requiring further education for
relicensing. This approach is antithetical to the principles
of competency and free learning. Laws which require more
education fdr relicensure should be opposed and replaced with
regulations requiring demonstrations of continuing competency
in the field. 3t.Professional associations whose memberships
have to bear the full cost of continuing education should
lobby for genealized support for continuing education and
financial assistance to members who cannot afford the cost
of further education.

The Comprehensive Employment and ,raining Act (CETA) of
1973 provides a mechanism for the training and public service
employment of people who have been out* a job for a period
of time. Citizen pressure must.be maintained to insure that
the jobs are truly educational for participants and that they
do not betome political patronage positions. .CETA can make
sure that unemployment is not necessarily unproductive. Welfare
organizers should work to insure the abiity of those on welfare

ii
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to receive further education and.still get full benefits.
The ,same is true with--those whd receive unemployment compen-
sation. The amount of red tape involved is debilitating.

\Unemployed workers and welfar4 recipients should be fully
informed of the provisions for education.in their program.

Whether you work within any',of the forums listed in the
past-few pages or not, the organizations mat you do belong
to ban make their programs and wishes known to those who make
policy for education and training. It takes. a little ingenuity
and often a lot'of hard work to implement a worthwhile change
in the law or in an educational program. Politics is not /
solely the glamour projects of introducing major legislative
measures, spearheading statewide administrative actions,
winning ari election, or enjOining an illegal practice in court.
It is the process of the interaction of people within their
organiOtions and their communities: .A.politicel strategy for
lifelonglearning needs people wiliirig to meet the challenges
of organizational politics as well. '\

CITIZENS ORGANIZATION - LEARNING SOCIETIES
1

It is difficult to dd all that has bpen,outlined above
unless there is a group in the community organized to apply
concentrated pressure. Students and instructors in the wide
.ftnge of institutions,and settings' of,the learning society can
Organize themselves into groups called Learning Societies to
promote.the advancement of lifelong learning. Students in
night courses arid proprietary schools, patronS of_museums and
"Y's", artists,.external 'degree students, adult educators,
librarians, and a host of others can join together to design
a strategy for advocacy in a particular area. There is already
a Learning Society along similar lines 1n the State of Minnesota
started by those concerned with education for the elderly as
well'aa other citizens. 12

Not only could Learning Societies organize themselves
around political i:ssues but they can also- serve as umbrella
organizations for a variety of learning\activiti s which may
be desired though unavailable in the loCal commun'ty. A Learn-
ing Society can be attached to a free university, earning
exchange, 'adult education center, or some'other similar group.
Or itcould be a free standing organization. The group may want
to inCorporate a coordinate body which is able to lobby under
Section 501-C (4) of the Internal Revenue Code.13 Such a
setup will protect the tax deductible status of the main or
parent organization. Consult a lawyer to determine proper
limits if the group plans to actively support specific leg-
islation.

i .
,

.

There are many activities that a private group such as
the Learning Society Could undertake. What. follows is a grab-
bag of idea's which you should add onto:
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- Try organizing the artists in town to support a
publicity effort with large displays o' public art which
illustrates the creative"potential of lifelong learners.

- Get together with People familiar with innovative
approaches to education and organize seminars with local
politicians as invited guest's.

- Organize a citizenfs hearing on the activities in
the, community.' Make sure that there will be enough testimony

/abou supply and demand. Also make sure that the local press
is ii attendance.

- Get the local newspaper and radio stations to sponsor
educational events calendars listing the broad range of
posshilities.

- Have an awafTs dinner where the ten best and the ten,
worst educationa+ programs are announced.,

- Set up a Learning Exchange.

Ouanize petition drives to support'Community wide
plannInfor lifelong learning.

4p-'t up a Learning Fair with representatives of the
various opportunities in,the area'availablei to meet with
interested participants.'

,e

Establish a scholarship fund to faster nontraditional
programs for nontraditional students.

;t4e
C' MMUNITY LEARNING. OPPORTUNITIES COUNCILS-' CLOC

A, \ \

P
.

,
A more powerful alterna4ye or supplement',to the private

Learning Society is the selestion ',Of a Community Learning
Opportunities Council by the'Mayor, City Manager, County
Executive, or other Iocal'eXecutive officer or responsible
body. A Community Learning Opportunities'Council (CLOC) serves
to stimulate the community to teach. and to learn. It is not
restricted to the institutions of,,,education though it is
responsible for encouraging the possibilities for learning.
It does not exist to proliferate distinctions but to coordinate

them synergistically. Attached to a CLOC might be a sophit7
-ticaed information center which matches the resources with
,the.needs,of the community.

Six functions-teem necess y for thi development and
opeation of the COmmunity Learning:,OppdrtunitiesCouncil:
articulation, planning, coordination -put 'city, consumer
advocacy, and information collection and ssemination.

13
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Immediately the resources available in a community must
be identified.---idntification of resources means not only
those immediate and Obvious educational institutions but also
those business, labor, and other institutions which have or
could have/a secondary educational function. Unused rooms in
businesses, schools, Union\halls, libraries, and neighborhood
caters form the nucleus of the facilities of any educational
program. On the instructional side, the 'vast array of exper-
ience and talent located in an area should-be enlisted. One
of the goals of the CLOC is to convince citizens that their
experiences are worth Sharing. It is the encouragement of
sharing that uarks the human and the political side of a CLOC.
A board which is widely representative of the public and compOsed
of respected people in ,the community would encourage broad
participation. The first task, of the group is-to _find out,
what is available and to encourage the full use of existing
resources.. In most places that is a staggering revelation -

{

positively.or'negativ-ily,

Pext,all of the organizations smoked out should be brought
together inia cooperative fashion to work out the most effectiVe
use of resources and to encourage the greatest participation in
those educational activities. A separate subcouncil of supplier
organizations - broadly defined - should be created. F*They

should have representatives on 'the main CLOC Board. It is
important to emphasize that the purpose of the CLOC is not
to undercut the independent learner, the private tutor, or _

the indiVidual artist. In some fashion they should be rep-
resented as well.

One activity of the CLOC is to develop a unified publicity
caMpaign. This would utilize major media Such as newspapers
and television and radio.stations, as well as internal pub-
lications of major corporations, labor unions, and professional
associations to encourage broader parti?ipation in community

,edUtational resources. Local newspapers,should be asked to
include a daily or weekly Calendar of educational resources
and events. If the newspaper is recalcitrant start a letters
to the editor campaign. Local advertising peop1 should be
asked to developleffective promotional devices. Billboards',

posters on buses, radio spots, and courses by newspaper are
several ways to, approach a media campaign. Some of the cost
of advertisipg might be borne by a consortium of supplier
organizations. Very often peopl are tware'of several_ options
in an area but it is unusu 1 fo them to have the whole sweep
of events available to them.

T51.,,begin sound planning, e citizen's council should
'surVfeSr the learning opportunitii.-s, see where gaps in serVice-
exist, and determine how an effe tive system of service can be
structured. Of prime importance in that planning is how to
aS'sure-equal, aacess ta the poor, minorities, and workers. The'
CLOC"should serve as a ongoing ev luator of the distribution
and quality of educational service. Recommendations arrived'
at by the entire council should b4, forwarded 'and actively
backed in appropriate forums.
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The CLOC is an advocate of lifelong learning. The per-
spective of the Council is that of the,citizen consumer and of
community development. It should actively back the individual'
in the search for appropriate places to learn. It should
remain aware of possible avenues forGthe growth of learning
opportunities and prepare expert testimony to further it.

.It is likely tat the more this field grows the greater
the possibility for fraud. The CLOG\ itself should investigate
systematic abuses and propose appropriate remedies. It should
turn Over specific violOions.to state and local consumer
protection agencies for Prosecution or to the Federal Trade
Commission. Non-profit educational institutions should be
reported to professional accrediting associations and state
authorities. In general, the CLOC should advocate the honest
application of lifelong learning on both a grass roots Level
and in political institutions. The ability to request appear-
ances before :bodies should bb written into the charter of the
CLOC.

Another functiOn of the CLOC might be to provide up-to-
date and accurate information for citizens. This could take
the form of a Learning Exchange with card files or a more
sophistieatedtomputer based system. Funds for such a project
could come under the Educational Opportunities Centers' funded
in the Higher Education Amendments of 1972. By writing Conn-
gressman Albert Quie and Senator Claiborne_Pell'as-well as
your own representatives, 'citizens.can.urge that the law be
expanded t0 provide funds for the large scale development of
Community Learning Opportunities Councils with computer infor-
mation systems.' A simple 'computer program listing facts
about programs, instructors, places, times, cost, financial
aid, credit, and transportation routes would provide quick and
up .to date information for a large area. By using municipal,
college, qr business computers the hardware cost wbuld be
minimal. In fact, the Cost of operating .a full CLOC program
with outreach counselors would be two to five hundred thousand
dollars for an, area serving up to several million people.

Few of the\ideas put together here in a unique form are'
new. 4n fact, the City of Buffalo, New York in 1926 took a
census of learning possibilities similar to much of the
development going on today. Many of the commissions investi-
gating educational reform have made similar suggestions.14
The political constituency' must be built to provide adequate
funds for their development. An approach to lifelong learning
which uses a piecemeal approach will be much too expensive
and probably ineffective.

Both the private Learning Societies and the public,
Community Learning Opportunities Councils are, ways for7citizens
to ban together to demand attention to lifalong learning. The

inumbers of groups n society which it bridges provides special
challenges to those who begin them but that same character may
'.prove to be the fprce for greater change and creativity.

1.5
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

The attempt to create a-society where learning. stands at
the pivotal point of change of communities dilndividuals is
a long proceSs, It involves using many of the /strategies and '

proposals mentioned in this article. Only ore thing is sure.
It will take a lot more than could be included in these few
pages. It will take many more ways of getting the message across.
It will take many more ways of creating learning situations.
And it will take'many more people than are actively working
at it now. You can be part of this unf4ding_development in
any number of ways.

Our goal then is to establish as. focal, state, and federal
policy that every individual has the right to learn. That right
needs to be supported throughout life. That learning should
be allowed to flower'as broadly as possible and citizens, should
be protected againtt unscrupulous practices which defraud
citizens and the concepts of/iifelongearning. .LegislatiYe,
administrative, judicial, and electC40,-approaches will all be

___-employed. First by building. strong programs within a brbad
cross-section of organizations and then by constructing a
coalition gor generalized change, progress will be made in the,
direction of a learning society.. There will be no one or-
ganization or one solution which will take us from here tothere.
There are many small steps lying inbetween.

,the greatest problem attached to the politics of the
learning society is the fact that most people do not consider
themselVes a part of it. There axe no T-shirts proclaiming the
"Learning Society - Class of'1976". Yetyit is alto true that
millions of people. are engaged in a common activity - learning.
to find ways to improve their lives and those of the peopl&
'around them. The way to organize for greater attention to the
quality and distribution of learning in America is,P0 recognize,
that "ordinary" people - those who form the ranks'of the learn-
ing society and the voting rolls - can join together to make;
things change. It does not.take a lot of people to form a. '

Learning Societyin your neighborhood. It 'does not take a
lot of people to investigate and'publicize the inadequate
activities of public and private agencies. af the cause
right and the people support it, political change can come about
by the determined actions of advocates. Political. approdches
to lifelong learning can and w4.1. be done.

.
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LIFELONG LEARNING PLATFORM

1. Establishment of Community Learning Opportunities Councils.

2. Government employee educational benefits widely available.

3. Tax benefits for participation in learning abtivities.

4. Use of educational and other coordinating agencies to_ptovide
for diversity and coordination.

5. Inclusion of part time students in all student financial aid
programs.

6. Incentive grant programs for fuller participation of low income
people in lifelong learning opportunities.

7. Opening up colleges and schools to those over 65 on a spac e
available basis and supportive services provided. .

8. Use of the public libraries and museums to promote lifelong
learning..

9. Equal funding of returning drop. outs see,10.ng high school
diplomas.

10. Consolidation of Government programs related to education
and training into more efficient groupings.'

Use of the Continuing' Education Dinit'as a-basis for govern-
,

ment funding of non-credit.' educational'offerings.
11.

',12. Elimination of red tape surrounding unemployment insurance
and welfare recipients with assurance of full benefits for
those attempting to gain-new skills.

13. Prohibition of discrimination on the basis of degrees instead
of demonstrated competahcies and jo.,S'kills.

14. Support for Open University and External Degree programs in
higher education.

15. No course requirements for relicensure of professionals in
place, of demonstrated competencies.

16. Support for cooperative education for young and old students.

17. Evaluation of job related education for college credit recom-
mendations.

18. Support for business and labor programs which provide tuition
assistance, released time, or paid educational leave for
workers.

19. Insure accountability of programs by mandating consumer
protection agencies to deal strongly with fraud.

20. EStablishment of National and State Commissions on Work and
Education to bring business, labor, and education together
to discuss large scale efforts at solutions.

17
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8The political side of the Associated Councils on the Arts

is the:

Advocates for the Arts
Room 820
1564 Broadway
New,York,INew. York 10036

They mightipe able to,help in organizing artists and
museum people. \

9The're are ma
are provisions for
employee, spouse o
provides paid educ
More information c
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accumulating savings for the education of'an
dependent. Another part of the program
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December, 1974.
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University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903. Herbert Levine,,',
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educational program both in the United States and abroad,
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Daniel Perb*,
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.
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September, 1973) ,
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Towards.a Learning Society(Neid York: McGraliNall, October,

1973). Some other programs worth mentioning are the Learning
Exchange in Evanston, Illinios; the Regional Learning Service
in Syracuse, New York; the PLATO project at the University Qf
Illinois - Chicago Circle Campus; the Career Counseling Program
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in Providence, Rhode Island; the Community Learhing Center
Project in New Hampshire; and the suggested work and education
councils by Willard Wirtz, former Secretary of Labor; and
Terril Bell, U. S. Commissioner of Education of which, there are
several examples including one in Springfield, MassaOhusetts.

15Good luck! Those who are engaged in political promotion
of lifelong learning should share their experiences. Send any
comments, experiences, or suggestions that you might have to the

author:

Ed Rosenthal
Rutgers Labor Education Center
Ryders Lane & Clifton Avenue

,,,Vew Brunswick, New Jersey 08903
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